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TOMAS KATARI POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTETOMAS KATARI POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Service, solution and changeService, solution and change

PEDAGOCICAL RESOURCES CENTER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbFHrHJJSHE&t=1s
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The 
projects: 

5 Districts 

Covered places

280

Families

50% 

Women

50%

Men

990

Children

Direct Beneficiaries

1. “Psychopedagogical support, 
talents and leadership in children, 

adolescents and young people from 
poor areas in Sucre. CERPI”. 

Democratizing Democratizing 
the educationthe education

https://www.facebook.com/CERPI.IPTK
https://www.facebook.com/CERPI.IPTK
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4 low-income 
neighborhoods

Covered places

280

Families

990

Children

10 neighborhoods

Covered places

50% 

Women

50%

Men

15 scholarships 

Total Beneficiaries

Direct BeneficiariesDirect Beneficiaries

2. “Educational and psychosocial support 
with children and adolescents who work on 
the streets of the peri-urban neighborhoods 

of Sucre through the mobile school”

3. Additional contribution from ESPERANZA 
kooperative Hilfe gegen Armut Foundtion 

for the “Colibri” program (support of 15 
university students)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZPx9vopnxA
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CERPITOS MOBILE SCHOOL: CERPI: 

Children and teenagers 
from 3 peripheral 

neighborhoods of extreme 
poverty.

Working children from 4 
neighorhoods where the 

mobile school goes. 

We’d like to incorporate the artistic workshops here.

children of teenage 
mothers, single mothers, 
with incomes below the 

minimum wage, children of 
informal workers. 

Beneficiary PopulationBeneficiary Population

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrGd216oPV0&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWZb7fWtJsA
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To contribute to the comprehensive affective-spiritual 
training of children and adolescents from the most vulnerable 

sectors in the artistic, cultural, sports and cognitive areas 
through a socio-community educational approach to 

generate critical, ecological and productive awareness within 
the framework of reciprocity and living well. 

We are committed to reducing the inequality 
gap in the educational field, promoting and 

democratizing access to art and technology.

ObjectiveObjective
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CERPI servicesCERPI services

String and wind instruments. Between 15 to 20 children 
that attend monthly. From 7 to 8 years old. There is a 
music instructor and 1 room. 

Dance. Folkloric, Clasic and contemporary dance, 
from 3 year old children. In average, 20 to 25 children 
and teens monthly. There are 2 instructors and 2 
rooms. There are at least 2 anual presentations.

From 4 years old children. There are in average 15 
children that attend monthly. There is a teacher and 
one room that is also adapted for clay modeling. 

Music 

Dance 

Drawing and 
painting

1.- Artistic Workshops: 
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Artistic Workshops:Artistic Workshops:  
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Homework room, CERPITOS, 
mobile school, computer 

workshop

Chess, basketball, 
football

OTHER SERVICESOTHER SERVICES

4.- Sports

Also provided in Cerpitos and Mobile School

2.- Educational support:
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CERPI installations (IPTK facilities) CERPI installations (IPTK facilities) 
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Expected ImpactExpected Impact

• The consolidation of a School of Arts and Culture, 
which allows access to children and adolescents, 
democratizing the exercise of the right to art. 

• To reduce the inequality gaps of the child and 
adolescent population in the exercise of the Right to 
culture and art.  

• Child and adolescent population of peri-urban 
neighborhoods (mobile school and Cerpitos) with 
opportunities to develop artistic skills (dance, painting 
and music), such as educational and psychological 
therapy and social resilience (violence, alcoholism and 
others). 
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Just 80 
Bolivianos 
per month, 

equivalent to 
11.5 dólares!

What could 
you buy with 

that amount of 
money in Sucre, 

Bolivia?

80 Bs.  = 11.5$80 Bs.  = 11.5$

In the cases of education workshops CERPITOS and Mobile School located in periurban In the cases of education workshops CERPITOS and Mobile School located in periurban 
neighborhoods and with children in more vulnerable conditions the cost is.....ZERO!neighborhoods and with children in more vulnerable conditions the cost is.....ZERO!

How much do children have to pay for our art How much do children have to pay for our art 
and education workshops?and education workshops?

We strongly believe in We strongly believe in 
democratization of arts. democratization of arts. 
Art is a transformational Art is a transformational 

tool, and everyone tool, and everyone 
should have acces to it!should have acces to it!

With 80 bolivianos you could buy 7 lunches and it is the 3.5% of the national minimum 
wage (Bs. 2250), so it is really an affordable payment for low income families, and it is the 

right amount with which we ensure our sustanibility, it is almost a symbolical payment 
that allow us to cover salaries and administrative costs.

For our workshops in CERPI our 
cost is.....
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ThanksThanks
Follow us on our social media:

Photo 
gallery

https://www.facebook.com/ONG.IPTK.BOLIVIA/
http://www.instagram.com/iptk_ong/
http://www.youtube.com/user/iptksucre
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Cx9h4pmu6zAtfP05GKWqpywGQoUG61-B?usp=sharing
https://bo.linkedin.com/company/iptk
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